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Would you like to be known as the most appreciative
and generous person at work?
We’ve got an exciting range of delicious baked treats
to help you with:

Sending tasty gifts to clients
Rewarding your colleagues
Work celebrations
Winning over new customers
Thank you’s
Celebrating key milestones
Our dedicated team will take care of everything,
right from consultation to confirmation and we are
happy to arrange samples.
We offer a range of bespoke cupcakes and cakes
that can all be personalised with a photo, logo or
handwritten message. You’re welcome to choose
from a selection of our delicious flavours, including
the ever popular Red Velvet, Carrot cake and Cookies
& Cream and then we provide a white fondant disc
for your logo to be carefully placed onto! Simply
let us know which colour and flavour combinations
you’d prefer and we’ll do the rest.
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Where it
all began...
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Lola’s cupcakes was born in 2006 when
two friends started things the good old
fashioned way, by taking orders in their
kitchens for friends and family. A lot has
changed since then and we’ve continued
to grow, holding onto our original ethos
of using only the finest ingredients and
baking fresh, every single day.
We’re known for our delicious cupcakes
and cakes, whether they’re from one of
our iconic blue carts or ordered from
our online store and hand-delivered
across London. At Lola’s, we think that
cake should be at the heart of every
celebration. Whether it’s for a birthday,
anniversary or even a get together with
the family, no celebration is too small.
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Christmas 2021

Festive Fantasy Cake
£72.50
serves 12 - 14

Jingle Bells Fantasy Cake
£72.50
serves 12 - 14

Christmas Yule Cake
From £17.50
serves 4-6

Merry Little
Christmas Cake
From £17.50, serves 4-6

Vegan Christmas Cake
From £18.50
serves 4-6

Santa Cake
From £18.50
serves 4-6

Holly Jolly
Cupcakes
£19.50

Holly Jolly
Vegan Cupcakes
£20.70

Holly Jolly
Postal Cupcakes
£27.99

Holly Jolly
Tiny Cupcakes
£23.88

‘Merry & Bright’
Brownies
£16.99

Brownie Advent
Calendar
£59.99

Santa’s Deluxe
Hamper
£74.99

Santa’s Little
Hamper
£54.99

Build a Snowman
Cake kit
£37.99
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Gift Cards
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All our Lola’s gifts come
with a complimentary gift
card, so you can send a
personal message of your
choice to the recipient.

Greeting Cards
As well as our
complimentary gift cards,
we also offer a range of
greeting cards that can
be personalised with a
message of your choice!
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Individual Brownie
Whatever message you’d like
to send, why not make it extra
special with a chocolate brownie?
Our delicious Lola’s brownies
are handmade everyday in our
London bakery using the finest
ingredients and are available
for UK wide postal delivery, so
it’s super easy to send a little
token of joy! This gift includes a
freshly baked brownie in plastic
free packaging alongside a gift
message of your choice.
e

Brownie Box
A collection of our gooey
chocolate brownie flavours!
They’ll get Rocky Road, Salted
Caramel, Pecan, Mint Choc
Chip, Chocolate Heaven and the
Classic Original brownie all in
one box irresistible box!
uten Free
Gl
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Photo Brownies
What’s better than our delicious
orginal brownies? Putting an
image of yourself on them! Our
photo brownies are guaranteed to
brighten up someone’s day!

Photo Cupcakes
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Our edible image cupcakes offer
the perfect way to wow your
clients and colleagues at meetings
and product launches. We have
experience working with some of
the world’s leading brands and are
able to offer deliveries to multiple
addresses on a single day.
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We’ve taken the guesswork
out of your cupcake selection
and put together packages
of our most popular cupcake
boxes. So whether they’re a diehard chocolate lover, or prefer
something much more light and
fruity, we have the perfect box!

Cakes
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Select from our irresistible range
of cakes available for delivery
throughout London. We offer a
wide range of delicious flavours,
everything from indulgent
chocolate to fresh berries. You
can be sure you’ll always find the
perfect cake to make someone
smile. Our cakes start from 5”,
suitable for feeding 4-6 people.
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Mini Cheesecakes
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Our delicious Cheesecake Variety Box comprises of
eight irresistible & creamy flavours. This box includes:
red velvet, chocolate fudge, pecan, banoffee, raspberry
& white chocolate, berry, cookies & cream, and brownie
cheesecakes.
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Create the famous Lola’s taste at
home! Choose from cupcakes or
cake kits and get creative from
the comfort of your own kitchen.
Our decorating kits offer a
unique creative experience and
a great gift.

Flowers
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Whether you’re looking for the perfect gift for birthdays and work anniversaries,
or just wanting to send some joy, our hand-tied bouquets are a delightful way
to brighten up anyone’s day. All our bouquets come expertly arranged by our
in-house team of florists, so all they need to do is trim the stems and pop them
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Gift Hampers
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Our range of gift hampers are the perfect way
to make someone feel special. Each hamper is
carefully curated including some of our most iconic
and favourite products. Choose from a fresh fruit
hamper, bakery hamper or deluxe hamper.
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Delivery Information
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Lola’s Delivery
Tracked next day
delivery with SMS
& email notifications

Locations
London

Slough

Guildford

Hemel Hampstead

Stevenage

Birmingham

Luton

Reading

Oxford

Milton Keynes

Postal Delivery
Handled by DPD or
Royal Mail for UK
Wide delivery!
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Delivery Charges
All day slots

Price

08:00 - 20:00

£6.99

09:00 - 17:00

£7.99
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Outer London
08:00 - 17:00

£6.99

Postal
Weekday

£4.50

Weekend

£5.99

Concierge
Number: 0330 058 9525
Email: hello@lolascupcakes.co.uk
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Price List
Product

Price

Greeting Card

£2.99

Individual Brownie

£5.99 (inc postage)

Brownie Box
Variety Box x6

£16.99

Variety Box x12

From £29.99

Cheesecakes
Large Cheesecake

From £16.00

Mini Cheesecakes

£15.80

Postal Mini Cheesecake Box x8

£36.99

Cupcakes
Regular x6

From £19.50

Regular x12

From £39.00

Photo Cupcakes
Regular x6

£24.00

Regular x12

£48.00

Tiny x12

£33.00

Small Cakes

From £17.00

Decorating Kits
Cupcake Decorating Kit

From £19.99

Cake Decorating Kit

From £37.99

Flowers

From £24.99

Gift Hamper

From £38.99

(before exclusive discount)
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Case Study
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Do you want to treat your colleagues to something original and time is of the essence?
We can help fulfil your order with remarkably quick turnaround times just like we did for
We Buy Any Car.
We Buy Any Car recently celebrated their 2 million cars purchased milestone and wanted
to mark the occasion and reward their colleagues. However, due to the restrictions
imposed they unfortunately couldn’t all celebrate together, meaning they were now
looking for a creative way to say thank you to their hard-working team. Their colleagues
were also all living throughout different locations in the UK, which presented other
challenges for We Buy Any Car to find a way to reward everyone.
We Buy Any Car came to Lola’s looking to send out over 750 treats to their colleagues
within 1 week. We took them through a variety of options for them to consider within
their price range of £20 per person. As their colleagues were located all over the UK our
postal letterbox brownie boxes were the perfect option at £16.99. Each brownie box was
handmade and hand packed including an informative allergy guide and then sent out the
next day through tracked DPD delivery.
As We Buy Any Car wanted it to be special for their colleagues, we also offered a bespoke
printing service by printing their chosen artwork onto gift cards that were sent out with
every brownie box.
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FAQ’s
How much notice do I need to give?

?

We require 2 working days’ notice for all orders. For corporate
large orders we will need 3 days notice.
Do you charge for delivery?
We offer a specialist refrigerated delivery service within
London and surrounding areas, with prices starting from
£6.99. We also have a number of premium deadline delivery
options for time specific deliveries.

Products for UK Wide Delivery are sent via DPD or Royal Mail,
on a tracked next day service for £4.50.
Corporate discounts are not applicable to delivery.
Can I have any logo I want?
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?
?

We are able to reproduce logo cupcakes and cakes for any
brand or business, providing all rights to that image are owned
by yourselves.
Do you offer any discount?
We offer an exclusive tiered discount structure for all orders
above £50, so please do ask one of our cupcakes specialists
for more details.

Thank you!
www.lolascupcakes.co.uk
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